Expedition: European Orthodontic Conference, Oslo, Norway

The vibrant city of Oslo, Norway, awaited me with open arms, promising a unique and enriching experience. This journey marked a significant milestone in my academic career – presenting my research at an international conference and the unparalleled opportunity to meet with esteemed researchers from around the globe.

Oslo, the capital city nestled between the fjords and rolling hills, boasted a captivating blend of modernity and nature. Upon entering the European Orthodontic Conference, I was welcomed by the hum of conversation, the exchange of ideas hanging in the air, and the palpable energy of intellectual curiosity.
The conference halls teemed with scholars from various fields, each passionately dedicated to their research. As I walked through the corridors, adorned with scientific posters and enticing displays, I marveled at the variety of topics and disciplines represented.

In between sessions, coffee breaks became a hub of scholarly discussions. Conversations flowed effortlessly, with researchers eagerly sharing insights, discoveries, and challenges. The conference hallways became a melting pot of cultures, where global perspectives converged.

Oslo's charm extended beyond academia, creating opportunities for informal interactions and networking. Social gatherings and evening receptions provided a more relaxed atmosphere, where friendships formed and professional networks grew stronger.

Venturing beyond the conference, Oslo beckoned with its cultural treasures. I found solace in strolling through the city's vibrant streets, exploring the museums, and indulging in local cuisine. The city's rich history, art, and architecture served as reminders of the importance of creativity and inspiration in research.

I am really grateful for the generous support provided through the Queen Mary University Travel Expedition which made this trip possible and enabled significant professional growth and personal development.